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We dene a q-deformation of the -ensemble whih satises q-W
N
onstraint. We also




In Ref. [1℄, Alday Gaiotto and Tahikawa disovered remarkable relations between
the 4D N = 2 super onformal gauge theories and the 2D Liouville onformal eld
theories. Some explanations have been addressed from -ensemble (generalized matrix
model) [2, 3℄ in Ref. [4℄{[7℄.
In the pure SU(2) ase, the AGT relation [8℄ between the instanton part of the
partition funtions of the gauge theory and orrelation funtions of the Virasoro algebra
is extended naturally to 5D in Ref. [9℄ (see also [10℄). The instanton ounting [11℄{[14℄
of the 5D gauge theory [15℄ an be viewed as a q-analog of 4D ases, [16℄{[18℄ and there
also exists a natural q-deformation of the Virasoro/W
N
algebra. [19℄{[22℄
In this talk, we will study a 5D extension of the AGT relation with N
f
= 2N in
terms of -ensemble. The A
N 1
type quiver matrix model (the ITEP model) [23℄ was
generalized as a -ensemble [2℄ satisfying the W
N
onstraint by Ref. [3℄. The partition
funtion of the A
N 1
type -ensemble is dened as the singular vetor of the W
N
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is the Penner type potential. The partition funtion Z
`
N







































. Under the strategy of Ref. [3℄, we will introdue a q-deformed -
ensemble whih automatially satises q-W
N




type q-deformed -ensemble will be dened as the singular vetor of the
q-W
N















































































































), t = q

and p = q=t. Then this satises the q-W
N
onstraint with the q-W
N
generators dened in (3.12). If we speialize the mass param-
eters appropriately, the 5D Nekrasov partition funtion of SU(N) gauge theory with
N
f
= 2N redues to the q-hypergeometri funtion. For N = 2, we will show that if we
speialize the oupling onstants appropriately, Z
2
also redues to the q-hypergeometri
funtion and oinides with the orresponding Nekrasov partition funtion.
This paper is organized as follows: In setion 2, we start with reapitulating the
result of the q-W
N
algebra and also dene primary elds. In setion 3, we introdue
q-deformed -ensemble whih automatially satises q-W
N
onstraint. Setion 4 deals
with the N = 2 ase. Finally in setion 5, we explain a redution of the 5D Nekrasov
partition funtion to the q-hypergeometri funtion and show a oinidene with the
partition funtion of our q-deformed -ensemble. Appendix A ontains a denition of
the Madonald polynomial and several useful formulas.
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, u := t

and v := (q=t)
1
2
. We will use




;    ), but this appears only
at P







f(z) denotes the onstant term in f .
x 2. Quantum deformation of W
N
algebra
We start with reapitulating the results of the q-W
N




























































































with q, t := q

















) and sgn(i) := 1, 0 or  1










































































































for a = 1; 2;    ; N   1.






(z) for i =


























































































































unhanged. Letting q ! 1 yields the four-dimensional ase.[3℄
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and W
0










with non-negative mode n  0 are in the right. These generators are





















































. Remark that p
D
z






















































































































































(w)℄ = 0; a; b = 1; 2;    ; N   1:
For parameters u and  with u := t
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for any j > a.
x 2.2. Highest weight module of q-W
N
algebra





Fok spae generated by the highest weight state ji suh that 
a
n
j0i = 0 for n  0


















generated by hj suh that h0j
a
 n
















! C is uniquely dened by h0j0i = 1.
Let ji be the highest weight vetor of the q-W
N











2 C . LetM

be the Verma
module over the q-W
N




hj suh that hjW
a
n












is uniquely dened by hji = 1. A singular vetor ji 2 M















The highest weight vetor ji 2 F






ji = 0 for n > 0 and a = 1; 2;    ; N   1. Note that W
a
0














































































































































































:= 0, z := 1=z, 
+
:= q and 
 














































































































; jqj < 1
with  := log t= log q. Note that (z) = (z).
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x 3. Quantum deformation of -ensemble
Note that the singular vetor in (2.16) is naturally mapped to the Madonald
polynomial [24℄ dened in the appendix A. [22℄ As a generalization of this map one
an dene, under the strategy of Ref. [3℄, a quantum deformation of the generalized
matrix model, i.e., q-deformed -ensemble.
x 3.1. q-deformed -ensemble


































































℄ = 0 for n;m >
0. Then hjV
N






















































































































































i in (2.16) also denes another























































; n > 0:
Let us dene the following partition funtion
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:= 0. This Z
N
is regarded as a q-deformation of the partition funtion of the
generalized matrix model,[3℄ i.e., -ensemble. One an dene other type of partition
funtions by ating involutions (2.3), (2.4) and (A.8).
We an alulate this integral by using the Madonald polynomials P

(x) with the
Young diagram , their fusion oeÆient f

;
and the inner produts h; i and h; i
00
r

















































































;    ).
One an show that (3.8) is summed over (N   2) + (N   3) Young diagrams for
N  3.
For any funtion O in z
a
j
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x 3.2. q-W
N
onstraint, Loop equation and quantum spetral urve



















































(z), respetively. Then the highest weight ondition
for the singular vetor W
a
n






































































































Therefore the highest weight ondition for the singular vetor W
a
n
ji = 0 for n > 0 is









= 0; n > 0:





































whih regularity in z is guaranteed by the loop equation (3.17).














) with the radius R 2 R of the 5th dimen-
sional irle S
1





















Under the limit g
s












to a ommutative variable and the quantum spetral urve redues to the usual one.
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x 4. N = 2 ase






























































































































































































































































































































































; M = 1:









5-dimensional SU(2) Nekrasov partition funtion.
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x 5. Five-dimensional Nekrasov partition funtion
Let Q = (Q
1













;    ; Q

N
) be sets of
omplex parameters. The instanton part of the ve-dimensional SU(N) Nekrasov par-
tition funtion with N
f
= 2N fundamental matters
2
is written by a sum over N Young
diagrams 
i

















































































































































is its onjugate Young

















(Q; q; t) satises
(5.3) N






























There existsQ suh thatN

(Q) vanishes exept for  = (0), (n) or (1
n
). Hene one





's so that (5.1) redues to all 
i
= (0) but a

j
= (n) or (1
n
) with n 2 Z
0
same as Ref. [26℄. For example, if (Q
1






















=t then the right hand side of (5.1) is
summed over only (
1




) = ((0);    ; (0); (n)) with n 2 Z
0
































) = ((0);    ; (0); (1
n
)) ontributes. Therefore we obtain
2




) of the 







) where R is the radius of the 5th dimensional irle. The parameter Q is related
with the vauum expetation value a of the salar elds in the vetor multiplets and the mass m










































































































































































































































































When N = 2, Z
inst
oinides with the M = 1 ase of the partition funtion Z
2
of the
























































































































































































































for (5.10). In the SU(N) ase, the Nekrasov partition funtion (5.5) may oinide with
our partition funtion Z
N
by using the formulas (A.11) and the Cor. 1.6 in Ref. [27℄.
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xA. Madonald polynomial











 0 be a Young diagram. 
0
is its onjugate. For any 
with 
1





. Let x := (x
1
;    ; x
r
















. For any symmetri funtion f in x with r =1, f(x[ p ℄)
stands for the funtion f expressed in the power sums p.




(x; q; t) are degree jj homogeneous sym-





























































is the q-shift operator suh that q
D
x





Two kinds of inner produts are known in whih the Madonald polynomials are
orthogonal eah other. For any symmetri funtions f and g in x, let us dene inner



























































for all n;m > 0. The inner produts of Madonald



















































































The usual another inner produt h; i
0
r











































(jqj < 1). Note that C(x) := (x)=
0
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(x; q; t) = P

0


















































































































































































































with a singular vetor j
+
r;s
i in (2.16). Here z
N
i
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